
 

fir forest. you  
do not speak to me.  
it’s right. accident.  
times stronger. he said.  
chapped and. do not  
speak to me. the hair 
caught. writer. left.  
watch. going. bad 
weather. mints. arcs.  
irrevocable. do not.  
for weather. speak to me.  
immediate. frost. arcade.  
move over. forget.  
hands. do less. after.  
light. track. for weather.  
arcade. the hair  
caught. in it. do not.  
circuit. speak to me.  
it serves. it searches.  
left turn. not. going.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It was like any line classifying. 

 

It started like this but then any set made in a blindfold on a dinner table by the dinner. Nobody would 

look you in the face. I made a confessional without looking at the poem and that was too explicit. You 

looked into a body and you did not see the body. It started like this but then any set made a secret under 

the table conversation and it was a romance. Hair bad. After the weather hair do to it. Not me he do me. 

Frost over. You to accident. Said not the hair left bad. Mints do speak. But where did I go for the 

confessional. I am only writing about you, I am not writing about me, but nobody would look you in 

the face. I am trying to figure out what I am doing but that is too explicit. Or then the confessional was 

like what you go into, it was just the space that opened up in the poem and it was fate that did that and 

that explains my method that was fate. Frost over the it. That's the white space. Not me searches. 

Because that's confirmed by the idea of fate but that was too explicit. I made the poem about whether 

or not it was explicit. Or it was about romance, and the way that's like not looking at somebody in the 

face. And that's like not looking a poem in the face. How you don't want to be explicit in a romance, a  

reading is like an exquisite risk. Me said not the left. Forest speak. Like the way I was talking into my 

own hands. A forest. And then I didn't pay any attention to the line on the left side of the poem. It was 

like any line classifying. It started like this. 


